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Human design
Principles for Technology, Products and Packaging
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Design starts with humans

Then with humanity
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Scenario

You spilled coffee over 
your suit, one hour 
before showing up to a 
conference… ” 
- An eco-conscious customer

Response

Stressed in the corner shop, you find two 
solutions. Which do you buy?

$14.17$1.03
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Learn how to design in a 
human-centric way

The human-centric agenda

Today’s agenda 

2:30 Welcome & exercise

2:45 Human-centric design

3:00 Principles of human-centric design 

3:15 Exercise & Q&A
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Emma Schootstra Lippincott

Innovation

Behavioral science 

Circular design

The human mind 
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Exercise: Your hero design

1. Turn to your neighbor 

2. Talk for 1 minute about one example of a product, 
packaging or technology you are close to, proud of 
or intrigued by

3. Listen to your neighbor

4. Remember your examples. At the end of the session 
you will play back how you could improve your
example

2 minutes
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Human-centric design
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Designing for humans starts by 
creating meaning in people’s lives

Design purpose

8
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6x fewer customer complaints for the same 
operational performance as United

Meaning comes from the connection we build with brands…

Source: US Department of Transportation Oct 2015-Mar 2016 9
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…as well as from the progress that brands enable us to achieve
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Meaning comes from the combination of connection and progress

Connection without progress 
risks disruption

Progress without connection 
risks disloyalty
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The “human” take-away
Good design helps people create meaning in their life

ProgressConnection &
Brands that do, not just say

Progress with purpose
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The “humanitarian” take-away
Good design starts with humans, then with humanity

Design starting with humans
How can we create connection and 
progress for people?

Then with humanity
How can we do this the best 
way possible? 

Design starting with humanity
How can we create the best possible 
“sustainable” design?

Then with humans
How do we make sure people 
will buy it?
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How to
A few practical suggestions to make it meaningful

&
1. Ego-friendly vs eco-friendly
2. Personal vs polar bear
3. Creating a tribe

1. Focus on personal benefits
2. Hedonism over altruism 
3. Sacrifice doesn’t sell

Progress Connection
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Principles of design
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The origin of these design principles
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01     Welcome me
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Welcome me

Make the best first impression

How? Make it easy and rewarding to get 
started. Bring instant joy (e.g. 
gamification), look appealing and 
overcome first time challenges 

Headspace Help Remedies
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02    Reassure me 
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Hello Fresh Warby Parker

Reassure me

Help bridge the certainty gap

Help customers with small steps, 
show how-to and displaying the 
behavior of their peers 
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03     Protect me
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Airbnb BobbleBox

Protect me 

Infuse a sense of security 

Give security cues, choose a trusted 
protagonist, be consistent, simplify 
your design and allow for mistakes
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04    Connect with me
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Amazon Alexa Nixit Menstrual Cups

Connect with me

Consider my context

Be personal and tailor to my 
location, schedule and 
mindset
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05    Be good for me
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Fitbit IDEO Presso Kids Kitchen Tools

Be good for me

Help break bad habits

Set the right defaults, create 
commitment, and reward 
people
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Welcome Me
make the first impression of 
a new experience feel 
simple, easy and rewarding

Be Good for Me
improve the life of your 
customer by helping them 
maintain balance and 
make progress

Connect with Me
build connection by 
understanding contextual 
needs and engender trust

Protect Me
address both real and 
perceived fears by 
infusing safety or even 
removing risk altogether

Reassure Me
relieve anxieties by 
bringing familiarity, 
certainty and confidence 

5 principles of human-centric design
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Improving your hero design

1. How can we make more meaning in people’s lives?
Increase the progress customers want to make and infuse 
more connection

2. How can we apply human-centric design principles?
• Welcome me: create the best first impression
• Reassure me: bridge the certainty gap
• Protect me: infuse a sense of security
• Connect with me: consider my context
• Be good for me: help break bad habits

5 minutes
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Design starts with humans

Then with humanity
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Q&A
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Thank you 
so much


